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The paper is a discussion of the theoretical implications of capitalist

production based on seigneurial privilege in late eighteenth and early

nineteenth century Quebec. This phenomenon is evaluated in the context of

the Marxist analysis of the transition to capitalism. While earlier

interpretations have characterized such production as essentially mercantile

and/or feudalistic, the author considers that it matches Marx's description

of the transitional phenomenon of manufacture , the form of capital's first

appearance.

L'article est une discussion des implications theoriques de la production

capitaliste basee sur le privilege seigneurial au Quebec, a la fin du

dix-huitieme et au debut du dix-neuvieme siScles. Ce phenomene est apparent

dans le contexte de l'analyse marxiste de la transition au capitalisme.

Tandis que les interpretations anterieures ont traite cette production

d'essentiellement marchande et/ou feodaliste, elle se range a la description

par Marx du phenomene de transition qui est la manufacture , la forme de la

premiere apparition du capital.



Theory: The transition

The nineteenth century saw the emergence of industrial capitalism in

Quebec (Lower Canada); that much is acknowledged by any historian of the

period. This implied a transition from a predominantly rural society

specializing in agricultural production to a predominantly urban one,

characterized by industrial production.

Marxist analyses offer a clear and precise characterization of this

transition, seeing it as a change in the mode of production; that is, in the

social existence of labour. The change was from a primarily agrarian society

of petty producers, whose surplus "whether in direct labour or in rent in

kind or in money, is transferred under coercive sanction" to "a society

producing commodities for exchange in the market, whose principal classes

were capital owning entrepreneurs and propertyless wage-earners," the surplus

of the latter being appropriated by the former through the sale of

labour-pcwer as a commodity.

*

The Historical Context

Within the Marxist school, no fully satisfying work of synthesis has been

published which enables us to place early nineteenth century Lower Canada in

context. Tom Naylor's thesis is that "Anglo-Canadian merchants, factors and

representatives of British joint-stock mercantile companies, in collaboration

with a Franco-Canadian landed class, intermediated flows of primary staples

from the U.S. [sic] to Britain along the St. Lawrence route. "^ Stanley

Ryerson suggested that capitalist industry developed along three paths:

first, via the timber trade; secondly, manufactories and machine shops as a

more direct outgrowth of the industrial revolution in England and, thirdly, a

rural French Canadian industrial capitalism. Capitalist development was then

blocked by land monopolies and seigneurial tenure which impedea settlement,
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the spread of communications, and the growth of a home market, as well as by

the imperial trade favoured by the English Canadian merchant-landowners. •*

These analyses strike me as being at once too pessimistic and too simplistic,

for reasons which will be made clearer below.

I suggest that Lower Canada is not usefully thought of as belonging to

Ernest Mandel's category of "less developed countries" in the period of

freely competitive capitalism (for him, roughly from the beginning of the

Industrial Revolution to 1860). I quote at length:

The concrete articulation between these countries, which were

at that time capitalist 'developing nations', and the capitalist

world market was two-fold. On the one hand, the import of cheap

machine goods from abroad with the accompanying "artillery of cheap

prices' was the great destroyer of traditional domestic production.

[ . . . ] But . . . local machine industry was able to take the place of

local domestic industry in about ten years, i.e., the foreign

products simply cleared the ground for the development of "national'

capitalism.
On the other hand, the rapid specialization in their foreign

trade was able to secure important sectors of the world market as

outlets for these rising capitalist economies. The profits thus

realized became, in their turn, the main source for the local

accumulation of capital.
It is also true, of course, that integration into the world

market and conditions of relative underdevelopment in this phase had

very negative effects on primitive accumulation of capital in these

countries. The exchange of commodities produced in conditions of a

lower productivity of labour was an unequal one: it was an exchange

of less against more labour, which inevitably led to a drain, an

outward flow of value and capital from these countries to the

advantage of Western Europe. The presence of large reserves of

cheap labour and land in these countries logically resulted in a

capital accumulation with a lower organic composition of capital

than in the first industrialized countries. But the extent of this

drain and of this lower organic composition were not sufficient to

pose a serious threat to the indigenous and independent accumulation

of capital — at least not in those countries where social and

political class forces were already capable of replacing the

destruction of an artisanate by the development of national

large-scale industry.

The most important point, with reference to Quebec's economy is that it was

decidedly not "underdeveloped" (as in much of Latin America, for instance),

nor was its development chiefly "mercantile," in the sense of being
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predominantly oriented toward circulation as such rather than (capitalist)

production. For instance, it is true that production in this period was

affected by increased British demand for Canadian wheat and timber, created

by Napoleon's Continental Blockade which greatly affected Lower Canada's

development, but the growth of the population (estimated at 65,000 in 1765

and over 1,000,000 one hundred years later^) also had an effect since

production was for both an export and a domestic market.

Crucial to an understanding of pre-industrial Quebec is the fact that the

major part of the land occupied by European petty producers was not owned

"free-hold," but, in the words of Lord Durham, had "feudal burthens" attached

to it.° Land, the principal means of production, was held under

seigneurial tenure and the privileges of the seigneurs included the right of

concession, the right to an annual rent ("cens et rentes"), the right to

one-twelfth of the price of sale or exchange of land, the "droit de banalite"

(the seigneurs provided a mill which their censitaires were obliged to use at

the price of one-fourteenth of their grain) as well as having rights over

hunting and fishing. In addition, certain privileges were attached,

depending upon the contracts between the seigneur and the first censitaire:

"corvee" (obligatory labour), the right to retain concessions which changed

hands through the reimbursement of the buyer, and the "servitudes," including

the censitaires' obligation to maintain the roads and the right of the

seigneur to take or reserve wood, stone, minerals, or land for the

construction and placement of churches, manors, farms, mills or public works,

as well as the right to forbid the construction of mills or manufactures by

others, subject to his conditions.'
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Louise Dech'ene has described the seigneuries of New France not as a

"cadre de production," but a "systeme fiscal, cree pour des structures

economiques et sociales quasi-immobiles, qui a survecu a l'extension du

marche."° Seigneurial tenure was ended in 1854 through a reimbursement of

the seigneurs for these privileges by the government and the censitaires, and

the conversion of the rights over unconceded land to outright property.

There has been considerable debate on the state of agricultural

production in early nineteenth century Lower Canada which I cannot adequately

survey here. Generally speaking, I adopt the analysis presented by Serge

Courville: that that was no crisis in agricultural production, though the

habitant reoriented his production to better meet the changing demands of the

market:

En 1844, cette transformation est completee, l'agriculture etant

tout a fait integr§e dans l'espace. Ce qui laisse croire que les

malaises enregistres par les chroniqueurs temoignent plus d'une

crise du monde rural que d'une crise agricole comme telle, mettant

ainsi en cause davantage les conditions dans lesquelles evolue

l'agriculture que les techniques de production de l'habitant . .
.

*

Using 1831 Census data, Courville was able to make the nature of this

"malaise" quite clear: "D'un rang a l'autre, d'une paroisse a l'autre, les

taux [de cens et rentes] varient du simple au double ou au triple, parfois

plus, pour atteindre sur les fronts pionniers des seuils sans precedents,

lies "a l'augmentation des tarifs en numeraire et an produits a l'insertion,

dans les contrats de concession, de servitudes et de reserves nouvelles (sur

le bois notamment) qui grevent d'autant les conditions de detention des

censives. " '^

In their frequent petitions to the House of Assembly, the censitaires

themselves eloquently described the general state of the administration of

the seigneuries in the early nineteenth century: "That the Petitioners [the
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Freeholders of the Parish of St. Nicholas] complain of the Seigniorial Rents

which have been raised to three or four times what they originally were, and

which may be, as in fact they daily are, raised still higher; [...] of

numerous unjust and vexatious reserves, the principal of which are, the

reserve of all the timber fit for the Saw Mill or the Lumber Market... "**

Most important, in the context of the population increase mentioned

earlier, were the difficulties in acquiring land. A group of "divers

Censitaires possessors of Land en roture in this Province" in 1825 observed

that "Vast quantities of these Lands [i.e., "of this province"] are at this

day lying in a state of nature" due to "an unwillingness on the part of the

present proprietors to concede these Lands, being willing to avail themselves

of the present rapid increase in the value of landed property in order to be

enabled to exact hereafter more lucrative rents and duties, thereby

perverting Royal Munificence into a Land speculation."^

The Problem: Theoretical considerations

This essay's real starting point is Barthelemy Boliette, the seigneur of

Lavaltrie from 1822 until his death in 1850, whose biography was published in

1972 in the Revue d'histoire de l'Amerique francaise by Jean-Claude

Robert. 1 -^ Joliette was a notary who, in 1822, inherited a quarter of the

seigneury of Lavaltrie through his wife. His uncle, mill-owner and notary at

l'Assomption with whom Joliette had apprenticed, had administered the

seigneury for ten years previously. Joliette administered the seigneury for

his brother-in-law and his sister-in-law's husband, the co-inheritors.

Within the first two years of his administration, the majority of arrears

on the part of the censitaires were paid off by them, partly in the form of

labour and wood. Joliette then established the Village d'Industrie by
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building a complex of saw mills at a cost of 128,467 livres on one of the two

seigneurial domains (which also provided much of the wood at first). By

1842, these mills employed approximately thirty people. He obtained the wood

from his own seigneury (in part through the "droit de retrait"), from

property in the neighbouring township of Kildare and by buying the rights to

wood on neighbouring seigneuries, apparently running the lumber shanties

himself. Later on, he built a distillery which he sold to an associate and

which burned to the ground shortly afterwards. He also made plans for glass

manufacturing, but these were never carried out. At the end of his life, he

had a twelve-mile railroad built to expedite the shipment of wood from

Joliette to Quebec City (financed, in part, by shares sold to his

censitaires ;

.

14

Robert's article has not gone unnoticed in the literature, but the

commentaries which are available have not solved, to my satisfaction, the

problem of how to understand the economic activity of a man who was a

"capital owning entrepreneur" employing "propertyless wage-earners" — with

funds and resources accumulated through a form of coercive sanction, however

modified. Robert himself chose to analyze a Canadian seigneur and the

village he founded using the concepts of urbanization and the entrepreneur.

The concept of a transition between modes of production, characterized by

different means of appropriating surplus (and, by implication, the dynamic of

class conflict) are absent from his study.

Fernand Ouellet, historian of early nineteenth century Quebec, saw

seigneurs like Joliette as "int§ressants dans la perspective de la mise en

place du conflit entre capitalisme et propriete seigneuriale" but concludes

that it is chiefly anglophone bourgeois seigneurs who thus put the

seigneurial system in question, while among the bourgeois francophones "la

primaute va d6cid6ment dans l'ensemble aux considerations sociales. " '->
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Joliette received considerable attention from Gerald Bernier and Daniel

Salee, two political scientists attempting a neo-Marxist analysis of the

economy of Lower Canada, whose over-all analysis is similar to Naylor's and

which cites his work. They define Lower Canada as an "§conomie marchande"

whose essential characteristics are: a "hypertrophic" in circulation at the

expense of production, the dominance of capital accumulated and recycled

through exchange ("capital marchand"), the exploitation of land for

speculative purposes and/or mercantilist ones (i.e., the categories of goods

produced are determined by external demand), and the enlarged reproduction of

dominant, non-capitalist relations of production. "Forme de production

insolite s'il en est, elle revet certaines allures capitalistes, mais procede

d'une logique fondamentalement feodaliste." The manufacturing potential of

Lower Canada was largely ignored by the "bourgeoisie marchande" and the

expansion of capitalist relations of production finally came through a

gradual passage from artisanal production to manufacturing.

^

In a manner not unlike Ouellet, who mentions Joliette only to put him

aside since he has already decided that for francophone bourgeois seigneurs

"l'attrait des valeurs nobiliaires" is prime, Bernier and Salee decide his

activities are not genuinely capitalist:

Dans le cadre d'une economie a dominante marchande, la

capitalisation de la rente fonciere est essentiellement tributaire
des imperatifs du capital marchand; tant que persiste, a tout le

moins, le caractere mercantiliste dominant des fonctions
economiques. La construction de canaux ou l'erection de moulins a

scie sont d'abord motivSes par la nature des activitSs commerciales
en cours dans la colonie. Elles sont directement fonction des
echanges avec la metropole; d'une part, les nouveaux canaux dans
Beauharnois sont essentiels a l'amelioration des echanges marchands,
et , d'autre part, le developpement de l'industrie du bois dans
Lavaltrie est completement dependant de la demande britannique pour
ce produit .

*'

This is further supported with the following:
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Ainsi done, bien que les initiatives economiques de certains
seigneurs puissent revStir une apparence typiquement capitaliste,
elles s 'accomplissent en realite non pas sur la base d'extorsion de
plus value, ce qui est le propre du capitalisme, mais sur la base de

corvees obligatoires , du travail gratuit en remboursement de dettes
et de rapports de soumission/exploitation de nature essentiellement
feodaliste.

^

The assertion that the labour for the seigneurs' seemingly capitalist

activity was provided by corvee and as repayment of debts is simply untrue.

Joliette did receive some of the arrears due to him in the form of

labour, 1' just as at least one other seigneur, Joseph Drapeau at la

Baie-du-Ha!Ha! , built his moulin banal (but never anything else) with corvee

labour in 1844-45.20 However, neither arrears nor, especially, corvee,

could have guaranteed enough labour for undertakings like Joliette's, nor was

it necessary, given that the population was increasing while land for

settlement became more inaccessible. As the cure wrote of the Village

d'Industrie's first inhabitants:

Gens inconnus qui viennent deja assaillir nos portes le sac au dos.

[...] Ces gens sans le sou s 'etablissent dans le voisinage du
moulin. . .

**

It could, perhaps, more reasonably be objected that the work-force of many of

the capitalist seigneurs' enterprises may sometimes have been part-time

farmers and thus not yet a proletariat in the sense of subsisting only

through the sale of its labour-power, though not for Joliette it appears.

Much more important, however, is Bernier and Salee's insistence that

production responding to demand in the metropole, conditioned by exchange, is

not genuinely capitalist, but merely another incarnation of merchant

capital. This results from a fundamental misconception of the nature of

merchant capital, shared by authors such as Naylor. To cite Marx:

"...merchant's capital is penned in the sphere of circulation ... its

function consists exclusively of promoting the exchange of commodities""
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(emphasis added). Joliette's activity in large part was in fact intimately

connected to production: his mills, for instance, match Marx's formula for

capital, "in which living labour stands in the relation of non-property to

raw material, instrument and the means of subsistence required during the

period of production.""

For Bernier and Salee, the introduction of new, capitalist relations of

production seems to be only directly attributable to a gradual passage from

"artisanat" to manufacture.^ This suggests a misunderstanding of Marx's

description of the two forms of transition to capitalism:

First , the merchant becomes an industrial capitalist. This is true

in crafts based on trade . . . Second , the merchant turns the small
masters into his middlemen, or buys directly from the independent
producer, leaving him nominally independent and his mode of

production unchanged. Third , the industrialist becomes merchant and

produces directly for the whole market."

26

Marx calls the last way "the really revolutionising path," in which "the

producer becomes merchant and capitalist, in contrast to the natural

agricultural economy and guild-bound handicrafts," but he does not put in

doubt the extent to which the first path (merchant capital taking over

industrial production) fully constitutes industrial capitalism. Moreover, he

recognizes the connection to circulation as crucial to that transformation,

not somehow non-capitalist.

Perhaps the example of Barthelemy Joliette does not make this theoretical

point sufficiently clear. A better example would be Simon McTavish, fur

trader and seigneur of Terrebonne from 1802 until his death in 1804 after

which the executors of his will administered the seigneury until it was sold

to Joseph Masson in 1832. The fur trade was indeed merchant capital, with

only an incidental use of wage-labour relative to over-all activity; namely,

the exchange of commodities between two different modes of production. A
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portion of McTavish's merchant capital became industrial capital at

Terrebonne, from where voyageurs departed for the interior and had to be

supplied with provisions:

[McTavish] ran a store and two very modern flour mills, built a

bakery that made biscuit for the northwest, set up a sawmill and

encouraged the manufacture of barrels. He was not content just to

collect the seigneurial rents but tried to channel the region's

surplus production to his mills. The wheat he processed was

intended for the local market and for export.

"

It seems that, as with Joliette's developments, those of McTavish attracted a

pool of labourers, giving birth to the village of Terrebonne . 2° In this

form, then, merchant capital had invested in industrial capitalist

production, albeit in a subsidiary function, having provided a market through

trade.

It should be noted that the technology most important in the capitalist

production discussed here, the mill, was itself in the midst of a

transition. "Merchant milling" for commercial purposes, using a technology

that increasingly required a small labour force, was displacing the "custom

milling" for local use (often merely the farmer's personal use) that had been

artisanal, needing only a master miller, his journeyman and apprentice. In

this sense, then, seigneurs like Joliette were also following the

non-revolutionary path in terms of a« transition to capitalist milling

operations. i7

The activity of capitalist seigneurs does not, however, merely raise the

theoretical issue of merchant capital. Marx explicitly deals with the type

of enterprise in which Joliette and McTavish were involved. We quote him

here at length because his remarks are so directly relevant:

The original historical forms in which capital appears at first

sporadically or locally, side by side with the old modes of

production, but gradually bursting them asunder, make up manufacture

in the proper sense of the word (not yet the factory). This arises,

where there is mass-production for export — hence on the basis of

large-scale maritime and overland trade , and in the centres of such
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trade ... Manufacture does not initially capture the so-called urban
crafts , but the rural subsidiary occupations , spinning and weaving,

the sort of work which least requires craft skill, technical
training. Apart from those great emporia, in which it finds the

basis of an export market, and where production is, as it were by

its spontaneous nature , directed towards exchange-value — i.e.

manufactures directly connected with shipping, including
shipbuilding itself, etc. — manufacture first establishes itself

not in the cities but in the countryside, in villages lacking gilds,

etc. The rural subsidiary occupations contain the broad basis of

manufactures, whereas a high degree of progress in production is

required in order to carry on the urban crafts as factory
industries. Such branches of production as glassworks, metal
factories, sawmills, etc., which from the start demand a greater
concentration of labour-power, utilise more natural power, and

demand both mass-production and a concentration of the means of

production, etc.: these also lend themselves to manufacture.
Similarly papermills, etc.

[...] For its first prerequisite is the involvement of the

entire countryside in the production, not of use values, but of

exchange values. Glassworks, papermills, ironworks, etc. cannot be

conducted on gild principles. They require mass-production, sales
to a general market, monetary wealth on the part of the

entrepreneur. Not that he creates the subjective or objective
conditions; but under the old relations of property and production
these conditions cannot be brought together. (After this the

dissolution of the relations of serfdom and the rise of manufacture
gradually transform all branches of production into branches
operated by capital.)-^

For Marx, rural manufacture is a preliminary form of capital production,

appearing in the countryside before the transformation has fully taken place

in the town — where it later leads to a concentration of production which

subordinates the countryside and enforces rural backwardness.-^ It

requires a concentration of labour and of the means of production, needs

natural power and mass production, and requires monetary wealth (the latter,

by Marx's definition, "accumulated through mercantile profits"-"). Could

there be a more succinct summary of the essential elements of Joliette's

activity? In fact, it is virtually a list of the potential resources offered

by the Canadian seigneury.

Moreover, regarding the role of monetary wealth and the connection

between the question of rural manufacture on the one hand, and the question

of merchant to industrial capital on the other, it is useful to cite Marx on
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one more point: "[Capital's] original formation occurs simply because the

historic process of the dissolution of an old mode of production allows

value, existing in the form of monetary wealth to buy the objective

conditions of labour on one hand, to exchange the living labour of the now

free workers for money, on the other."

By establishing a strict definition of capitalism which Joliette does not

match, Bernier and Salee have missed the point: we are dealing here with an

inherently transitional form. The presence of semi-feudal elements is not

proof of its non-capitalist nature, but an indication of its position

relative to the eventual full development of a capitalist mode of production

in Quebec.

Characterizing the phenomenon

In discussing capitalist production by seigneurs, most authors have been

content to deal with Joliette and, occasionally, Joseph Masson. There has

been no real attempt to enumerate the use of seigneurial privilege such as

Joliette's, nor is there any reason to if one does not view them in terms of

control of the means of production — that is, class relations — nor if,

like Bernier and Salee, one regards the phenomenon as somehow

illegitimate. 3A

Unfortunately, the most likely source for a quantitative analysis of the

phenomenon, the census, is of only minimal use since, for the three major

censuses before commutation (1831, 1842, 1851), neither ownership of mills,

nor numbers of employees are listed with any regularity. For at least the

1851 census the printed totals are, in my experience, unreliable, so that the

larger picture would have to be reconstructed from a tabulation of the

manuscript. Moreover, since there is reason to believe that the enumerators
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of the 1851 census missed many of the Ontario mills, there is a strong

possibility their Quebec counterparts did the same, so that even the

manuscript would be inaccurate. In all likelihood, a roughly reliable

quantitative portrait of this phenomenon could only emerge after exhaustive

searches of the notarial, judicial and (remaining) seigneurial records, a

project not within the scope of this analysis.

In spite of these difficulties, certain aspects of the industrial

capitalist use of seigneurial privilege are readily apparent, even after an

analysis of only the secondary and printed primary sources. To begin with,

the question must be posed not in terms of seigneurs, but of seigneurial

privilege, or it becomes a study of biographies rather than of relations of

production. When Thomas Mears and Peter McGill (Jr.) ran saw mills and

shanties in the seigneury of La Petite Nation, they rented mills built by the

Papineaus, paid for the privilege of "coupe de bois" and used a labour force

provided by the Papineaus' concession of marginal land. By 1851, one of the

saw mills employed ten men, the other forty. The former was sold to Alanson

Cook in 1852; but Louis-Joseph Papineau reserved the land and the rights over

its use, including the power of the Chaudiere Falls.-'" Their fully

capitalist activity took place using the pre-condition of seigneurial

privilege, fully exploited by both the Papineaus (in terms of contractual

rights and collection of revenue) and Joliette." For Mears and McGill, as

for Edouard Scallon, a partner of Joliette whose access to Lavaltrie's

productive possibilities always required payment to Joliette or his

widow, 38 the use of seigneurial privilege was an essential part of their

institution of capitalist production.
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Significantly, it was the privilege perhaps more than the activities of

the specific seigneurs (since control would often pass from their heirs to

others, as from Joliette's widow to Scallon) which continued to influence the

development of rural industry after the commutation of seigneurial tenure.

The Etchemin Mills, for instance, were one of Lower Canada's largest

complexes of saw mills, built in the seigneury of Lauzon by Henry Caldwell

who had used his privileges as seigneur to assemble the land and ensure a

steady supply of timber.-" They were bought at a sheriff's sale in 1856 by

the merchant, Henry Atkinson, whose family kept them producing various

wood-related products until 1935. They remained of such importance that in

1958 one local wrote "La plupart [des gens de St _Romuald] ont des parents qui

y ont travaille, s'ils n'y ont pas travaille eux-mtmes. .

.

"^

The most striking feature of the phenomenon we are analyzing — albeit

through an inevitably incomplete search for evidence — is its pervasiveness,

precisely because it stems not from mentalites (as in Ouellet's psycho-social

analysis), nor individual characteristics (as in Robert's entrepreneurial-

biographical approach), but from the nature of seigneurial privilege itself.

Capitalist production on the basis of seigneurial privilege was introduced by

francophones such as Joliette and anglophones such as McTavish, by political

reactionaries such as Caldwell and by no less a political figure than the

Patriote Dr. Wolfred Nelson, who operated a distillery at

St-Denis-sur-Richelieu in partnership with the seigneur Louis Deschambault

("burned to the ground by British soldiers during the 1837 Rebellion he helped

to lead).**

Eustache-Nicolas Lambert-Dumont , the seigneur of Mille-Isles (division du

Chene), was a direct descendant of the original seigneur (he was the fifth

generation) and ran six flour mills, five saw mills and a carding and fulling
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mill there. His grandson, Godroy Laviolette, inheritor of the

Augmentation des Mille-Isles, carried on this capitalist tradition in the

period 1850-1881: "II fut pour les travailleurs de Saint-Jerome une vraie

providence, s'inggniant sans cesse, de longues annees durant, a creer des

industries qui employaient quantite d'ouvriers. "^ If any seigneurs

belonged to Ouellet's dubious category of Canadian "noblesse" (dubious since

being a seigneur carried no privileges not attached to the seigneury), it

would be Dumont and Laviolette yet, this did not make their activity any less

capitalist than that of an "enrichi" like Nicolas Montour who built iron

forges and furnaces on the seigneury of Pointe-du-Lac which he bought in his

forties, after having made his fortune in the fur trade .
^

By the same token, this phenomenon occurred in the district of Montreal

(Mille-Isles, Terrebonne), of Trois-Rivieres (Montour), Quebec (George

Allsopp ran a paper mill and a large flour milling and biscuit-baking

operation on his Jacques-Cartier seigneury^-*) . it also occurred to a large

extent in the GaspSsie, where seigneuries were acquired by fish merchants to

complete their control over their fishermen clients, but where they also

organized lumber shanties, operated saw mills and used the lumber for

shipbuilding. ^"

In addition to existing in every region and under the auspices of

seigneurs of varying backgrounds, it should be emphasized that this incipient

capitalist production did produce for a local market, distilling, for

instance, and, in some cases, woollen and textile manufacturing, as in

Montarville in the 1820s where American industrialists rented a seigneurial

flour mill and used it for carding and textile manufacturing or, in

Beauharnois in the 1850s where Montreal entrepreneurs bought water-power

rights from the seigneur and formed the Dominion Woolen Manufacturing
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Co. Many kinds of production were of course complementary: a mill

receiving grain might easily use it for distilling, which might also require

glass production; one producing flour might use it for biscuits and, if it

received timber as well, add a cooperage to produce barrels in which to store

the flour.

Iron manufacturing took place via seigneurial privilege, both at the St.

Maurice Forges, where the lease from the crown carried the privileges of a

seigneury"*° and at Ste-Genevieve-de-Batiscan , where the Batiscan was leased

from the crown and neighbouring Champlain bought by the. group of merchants

running them.^' It involved both the production of bar iron for export and

of stoves for local use. 50 The St. Maurice Forges at least (the Batiscan

Forges failed after a short time) were of considerable importance in terms of

their use of wage labour. In 1843, their lessee, Mathew Bell, called the

attention of the government "to the destitute situation of workmen and their

families, residents at the works, should the [lease] be discontinued:"

These people, four hundred and twenty-five souls, (Mr. Bell adds,)
are nearly all Canadians, born and brought up at the Post, and
several of the families are descendants of the workmen found there
at the Conquest, who never left the Establishment; and there are
besides about three hundred more people fed at the Works at

particular seasons of the year; and the farmers in the neighbourhood
have always had a ready market for hay and oats, etc., etc., thus

showing the vast importance which these Works have hitherto been to

the Town and District ...

^

Capitalist production through seigneurial privilege can thus not be

easily dismissed: though the cursory evidence assembled here shows a

predominance of production for export, it also produced for the domestic

market, and while it used a system of production as primitive as the lumber

shanty or as limited as a mill with a half-dozen employees, it could be as

large and sophisticated as the St. Maurice Forges.
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The Phenomenon in comparative perspective

The involvement of landed nobility and gentry in capitalist production in

Europe is already well-known to historians .
" of particular interest for

this study are Guy Richard's articles on nobility's involvement in industry

in Normandy after the French Revolution. 53 Even after the revolutionary

abolition of feudal tenure, noble families—old and new--were able to use

their control of natural power (streams and rivers running through land they

still owned) to introduce mass production.

In the eighteenth century in the British colony of New York, the manorial

system (left from the Dutch regime) allowed the landlords, many of whom were

also merchants, to establish saw mills, grist mills, bolting houses, bake

houses and iron manufacturing, using the exclusive milling and mining rights

which conveyances (contracts with tenants) gave them, presumably financed

through the annual rent and the sale rights paid to them by their

tenants. ^^ On Prince Edward Island, in the early nineteenth century, the

land monopolies used their resources to develop a lumber and shipbuilding

industry:

The land being rich with timber, the landlords brought out new

settlers from Britain, rented them land, and offered them the

"opportunity" of paying their rents by cutting lumber and working in

shipyards. The value of this labour was rated so low however that

it was insufficient -to pay the rents. The landlords demanded
additional payments in cash, which the tenants seldom had.

Consequently they sank into debt to the landlords .

^

The most interesting comparisons, however, can be made with other regions

of Lower Canada, those settled under the free-hold system. To begin with,

however, it should be noted that free-hold tenure (applied to new lands

conceded after the conquest) was not necessarily as free as has often been

assumed. The seigneurs of Lavaltrie, for instance, controlled a large part

of the neighbouring township of Kildare (township land was assigned through a
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leader system which granted vast portions of townships to individuals or land

companies who were then responsible for further granting lots to settlers).

Robert maintains that free and common soccage "impliquait un achat pur et

simple de la terre, libre par la suite de tout lien", but writes elsewhere

that the contracts of concession Joliette made for land in Kildare included

the obligation to have wood sawed at his mills. Thus, the township lands

"§taient dans la realite partie integrante de la seigneurie de Lavaltrie et

etaient consideres comme tels par les seigneurs."-5"

There is reason to believe that this was not an isolated case: the 1851

Reports of the Special Committee Appointed to Inquire into the Causes which

Retard the Settlement of the Eastern Townships reproduced in its entirety a

contract of concession with an impressive list of obligations, between

Charles Turgeon, Esq., "Merchant, residing in the City of Quebec, proprietor

of certain lands situate in the Township of Maddington" and Jacques Dion,

farmer. The sale was made "in consideration of an annual, perpetual and

irredeemable ground-rent, rent fonciere, non rachetable , of one shilling

currency" payable after redemption of a constituted rent of L 112. 10s;

payment of consituted rent could be delayed in return for an annual and

perpetual ground rent of 20 shillings during the purchaser's personal

occupation which upon any transfer of the property would "be increased by the

said change of title, until it be equivalent to the legal interest upon the

said capital sum of i 112." The vendor and his heirs also had the right of

pre-emption over the land in whole or in part. He reserved the rivers and

brooks, mines, mineral lands, minerals, quarries of stone or slate, and

limestone, timber, "as also the proprietorship of a land of six arpents in

superficie, fit and proper for the construction and erection of one or more

?rist or saw mills, or any other mills or manufactories whatsoever; as also
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for a road, as a means of communications therewith" subject only to payment

of "the value of the clearing or improvement." It was also "expressly

agreed, by and between the said parties, that neither the said purchaser, his

heirs, nor any of their successors whomsoever .. .shall ever in any case

construct any grist-mill or saw-mill upon the said land."-'' This was a set

of servitudes as complete as any seigneurial contract might include.

Not surprisingly, then, there are cases of township land grantees who

operated manufactures on their land grants. In his 1815 Topographical

Description of Lower Canada , for instance, Joseph Bouchette described Hyat's

Mills, "a valuable property" at the foot of the great fall at the forks of

the St. Francis, Township of Ascot, belonging to Gilbert Hyat, one of Ascot's

original grantees, and its largest landowner. ^° When Ascot came under the

domination of the British American Land Company in the mid-nineteenth

century, the town of Hyat's Mills was renamed Sherbrooke.

Another interesting case is that of Paul Holland Knowlton, who was

appointed agent to dispose of unsold land in Brome Township in 1827 and had

purchased much of the land himself in a few years' time. At his first farm,

on Brome Lake, settled in 1815, he had operated a store and distillery. In

1834 he moved to a stream flowing into the lake, over which he took up water

rights, and set up a saw mill to produce building materials, as well as "a

large house with offices attached, a smithy and its shop, a pearlashery and,

later, a store and grist mill which became the nucleus of the village of

Knowlton ... These facilties enhanced the value of the wild land in the

neighbourhood, much of which either belonged to him or passed through his

hands. "->'

More important to this analysis than the fact that even township land

sometimes included the expropriation of the producer's surplus through legal
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coercion (i.e., rent, milling obligations) is the exploitation by grantees of

their control over resources such as land, motive power and raw materials to

establish manufactures. In nations such as France, where feudal tenure had

been almost universal, the control of such resources was historically

connected to coercive surplus extortion. In North America, however, once the

aboriginal population was eliminated there was an abundance of unsettled,

unoccupied land, and these resources could be monopolized by an elite under a

variety of legal forms. Thus, the capitalist activity of seigneurs in Lower

Canada must be seen as growing out of the institutionalization of the control

and exploitation of resources in a land in large part not yet settled (by

Europeans) during the transition to capitalism, not merely a capitalistic

transformation of the exploitation of feudalistic privilege. "0 Rural

manufacture was a transitional phenomenon which no longer required the

outright control over land and labour exercised by feudal lords but, merely,

the coercive power of the law and market relationships. This coercive power

or de facto control could be exercised through bourgeois property (as in

post-revolutionary France or in Prince Edward Island) or through a

semi-feudal system such as that in Lower Canada.

A final qualification worth making is that, Berthelemy Joliette

notwithstanding, the relationship between seigneurial privilege and the

development of capitalist production was not necessarily simple nor smooth,

the former by no means automatically facilitating the latter. To begin with,

a seigneur could very profitably exploit his seigneury in an essentially

rentier fashion: simply using his various privileges (such as the rents,

banalitfis, corvee, right of concession and retrait and, thus, of speculation)

to extract the maximum amount of surplus from his censitaires without "ever

introducing new, capitalist productive relationships.^ Moreover, the
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agitation by the Montreal bourgeoisie for an end to the Sulpician Seminary's

privilege over their seigneury of Montreal as early as the 1820s demonstrates

that the existence of those privileges could also conflict with capitalist

development. °^

The "commutation" of seigneurial tenure in 1854 suggests that it

eventually did become incompatible with further capitalist development. It

was legislated by a liberal-tory coalition in the assembly, under the

influence of the lieutenant-governor, suggesting a high degree of consensus

on the issue among various elements of the dominant classes. The result was

a profoundly non-revolutionary transformation of land tenure, in which

seigneurs kept unconceded land as private property and were indemnified by

the state for their privileges, while the cens et rentes were paid off to

them by the censitaires in either a lump sum or over time."-' This

transformation was necessary, however, for the consolidation of capitalism in

Quebec. Rural manufacture under whatever form was, as I have pointed out,

inherently transitional. The full development of capitalism required the

elimination of urban crafts in favour of factory production. Fully

capitalist production in the cities required "la dif ferenciation de la masse

paysanne et sa polarisation entre le capital et le travail salarie,""^

which the "commutation" of the older, pre-capitalist relations of production

in the countryside ensured.

Conclusions

The most important aspect of nineteenth century Quebec history is its

transition from a rural society dominated by agricultural production to an

urban one characterized by industrial production. In Marxist terms, this was

the transition to capitalism, from a population of petty producers whose
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surplus was expropriated under coercive sanction (as well as through

exchange), to one of property-less wage earners whose surplus was

expropriated by those in control of the means of production to whom they sold

their labour-power.

Earlier Marxist and neo-Marxist analyses have emphasized the importance

of merchant capital ("penned in the sphere of circulation") and of the

burdens imposed on agricultural production by seigneurial tenure and land

monopolies in Lower Canada, implying some form of "underdevelopment" in the

(capitalist) economy (which eventually resulted). The only such analysis

which has examined industrial production which emerged on the basis of

seigneurial privilege (and often in connection with merchant capital )rejected

such production as essentially mercantile and feudalistic.

In fact, not only was such industrial production capitalist, in the sense

of the sale of labour-power by property-less wage earners to persons

monopolizing the means of production but, other characteristics of this

production matched Marx's description of the transitional phenomenon of

manufacture ("not yet the factory"), the form of capital's first appearance,

Manufacture transforms the rural subsidiary occupations, requiring a

concentration of labour-power, natural power and of the means of production

as well as "mass-production, sales to a general market, [and] monetary wealth

on the part of the entrepreneur." Moreover, the fact that such production

followed the "non-revolutionizing path" of capitalist development ("the

merchant becomes an industrialist") did not make it any less capitalist.

The ensemble of privileges which constituted seigneurial tenure for the

seigneur (and were sometimes found even under free-hold tenure) steadily

increased during this period at the expense of the petty producers and

included many of the requirements of manufacture, particularly concentration
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of natural power and the means of production. Speculative practices in the

concession of land increased the available labour power, just as upward

pressure on cens et rentes provided a growing source of monetary wealth.

Thus, while Barthelemy Joliette and his Village d'Industrie at Lavaltrie is

the best-known example in the historical literature, a survev of the

secondary and printed primary sources quickly reveals that the institution of

capitalist production on the basis of seigneurial privilege was widespread in

Lov?er Canada, occurring in all regions, under seigneurs of varying

backgrounds and with a variety of products, including some for domestic

consumption as well as export and sometimes using quite sophisticated

technology. Manufacture developed similarly (under the direction of

landlords or their lessees) in other parts of North America where land tenure

allowed a monopolization of motive power and natural resources and

sometimes, in addition, the coercive extortion of surplus from producers in

the form of rent.

Profitable exploitation of seigneurial privilege did not necessarily

result in manufacture, nor did manufacture always develop out of seigneurial

privilege and, in the case of Montreal, seigneurial privilege came into

conflict with nascent capitalist production early on. Yet, in Louise

Dech§ne's words:

Loin d'etre un repoussoir, les diverses fonctions et contraintes
extra-economiques autorisees par la loi des fiefs constituaient une
forme ideale de prelevement sur la petite production. La
bourgeoisie de toutes origines trouvait provisoirement son compte a

oaintenir les rapports sociaux existants, un type de propriete qui
n'entre pas en contradiction avec le developpement general du pays
avant la seconde moitie du XIXe siecle."

This is in sharp contrast to mediterranean France, for instance, where, by

1788, the bourgeoisie had already concluded that seigneurial property— in

particular the "moulin banal"—was an obstacle to growth end to progress in

production. 66
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This analysis has included only a discussion of the theoretical

implications of capitalist production based on seigneurial privilege, as well

as its broadest characteristics. A quantitative portrait of the phenomenon

over time is needed, though it may prove elusive in view of the available

sources. Beyond that, however, the very fact of capitalist development growing

out of seigneurial privilege in Lower Canada places the institution of

seigneurial tenure and its eventual "communtation" , the political and social

struggles surrounding it, at the top of the historical agenda if we are to

understand Quebec's transition to capitalism.
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